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Abstract: We develop hybrid optoplasmonic architectures to tailor resonant energy transfer 
between trapped photons, plasmons, quantum emitters and elementary heat carriers for 
applications in near- and far-field emission manipulation, radiative cooling, imaging, and 
ultrasensitive detection.  
OCIS codes: (240.6680) Surface plasmons; (230.4555) Coupled resonators; (160.3918) Metamaterials; (130.3060) Infrared. 
 
Both, confined photon states in microcavities and localized surface plasmon resonances on metal nanoparticles have 
properties resembling those of confined electron states in atoms. This resemblance gives rise to the terms ‘photonic 
atoms’ and ‘plasmonic atoms’, and offers many interesting applications in optical energy generation and harvesting, 
signal processing, sensing and spectroscopy. Interaction between light and matter in photonic & plasmonic atoms 
can be further enhanced and manipulated via their mutual electromagnetic coupling when individual atoms are 
arranged into hybrid optoplasmonic molecules, supramolecular structures and nanostructured materials. We will 
show how this coupling can be tailored to trigger new physical effects, which add new functionalities to 
optoplasmonic materials not available in their purely photonic or purely plasmonic counterparts.  
Among the emergent properties of optoplasmonic structures is their ability to simultaneously achieve extreme 
spectral and spatial localization of light. Ultrasensitive optical detection schemes, which benefit from high field 
concentration in plasmonics, also require high spectral resolution to reach single-molecule level of detection. High 
spectral resolution is typically unattainable in purely plasmonic sub-wavelength structures due to high dissipative 
losses of metals. We will show how this limitation can be overcome by combining plasmonic and high-Q photonic 
elements into hybrid optoplasmonic sensor platforms [1]. Furthermore, we reveal that the dramatic enhancement of 
localized electromagnetic fields in optoplasmonic structures stems from the energy recycling through nanoscale 
optical vortices. The obtained insight into the origin of the light enhancement enabled us to propose a new way of 
dynamical switching of the localized energy between multiple hot spots by re-routing the optical powerflow through 
the system via coupling and decoupling of individual vortices [2]. 
In state-of-the-art plasmonic architectures, the high plasmon-enhanced electric field in the visible or near-IR 
range that enables a wide range of useful applications also causes excessive heating of metal. We will show that 
counter-intuitively, the field intensity enhancement in hybrid optoplasmonic structures may be accompanied by the 
reduced absorption in their metal constituents. Furthermore, these hybrid systems can de designed to provide strong 
cooling of metal via the radiative heat extraction based on enhanced thermal emittance of the dielectric constituent. 
The radiative cooling may be achieved either via the far-field photon emission or via the near-field radiative heat 
transfer [3]. We will discuss how the infrared thermal emittance can be manipulated and increased via the proper 
choice of both material and morphology of the dielectric elements having dimensions on the scale at or below the 
thermal emission peak wavelength. Overall, a combination of the strong light localization and enhancement 
achievable under lower operating temperatures in optoplasmonic materials is expected to yield a wide range of 
applications in plasmon-enhanced spectroscopy, sensing and imaging. 
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